
Was 27 Story Grenfell Apartment Tower Preset to Burn?

At first glance, the horrific burning of this apartment tower looks to be accidental. As of this writing, 
more than 100 may have died while trapped in the inferno. Bodies are still being recovered.

But when you read eyewitness statements such as:
• A refrigerator exploded that started the fire
• Flames wrapped around the building
• New cladding recently installed on the outside of the building “went up like a match”

You begin to wonder. Refrigerators around the world use a refrigerant which is part of the Freon(c) 
class of gasses, which will not burn. It does not matter which gas is used, whether a new fridge or old. 
You cannot make it explode a fridge. What are the worst things any fridge can do to you?

1. Motor winding(s) short circuit which trips a circuit breaker or fuse
2. Motor winding(s) open up which stops all refrigeration and food spoils
3. Thermostat or temperature sensing systems stops all refrigeration and your food spoils
4. Refrigerant leak harmlessly vents all gas into the air, refrigeration stops and your food spoils.
5. No matter what you do to a refrigerator in a normal environment it cannot explode.

There is only one possible way for a fridge to explode – subjected it to extreme overheating in a fire for
a long enough time to cause the tubing to burst. But no one could be present in such heat to see this 
happen. They would die from the heat long before the fridge exploded.

Perhaps arson was involved as some suspect, and what residents heard was the explosion of an 
incendiary bomb to start the inferno. Many people in the area wanted the building torn down for a long 
time; it represented a serious fire hazard.

BUILDING CLADDING

Witnesses stated new cladding (facades) were recently mounted on the outside of the building – but “it 
went up like a match” engulfing the building:

Fig. 1 Grenfell before the fire. Note blocks on the corner and triangular raised vertical panels



Fig. 2 Red circled area shows blocks of blackened, burned urethane foam
Blue circle shows foam completely missing. Burned foam visible under windows.

Fig. 3 Large falling block of burning debris (facade) looks like a corner block



Fig. 4  Burning vertical facade sections



Fig 5  Firefighter looking straight at the exposed, burned facade holding a camera. 
Note melted silver metallic skin. More burned foam panels above and below him.

In an extensive news article with 172 photos, not one word of how the architectural foam spreads the 
fire is ever mentioned.

Fig 6  Architectural foam facades clearly spreading the fire

One would think that any changes to any commercial building exterior would first require approval by  
local government. It would be criminal to install any burnable material like urethane foam or other 
material on the outside of any building which can ignite, burn and spread like wildfire to other panels. 
Even worse, these burning surfaces cannot be reached by firefighters. Photos show foam facades 
covered in a thin aluminum skin for cosmetic purposes does not prevent foam igniting when exposed to
sufficient heat. 

Aluminum skin (fig. 5) has a melting point of 1,221° F.



Foam ignites at 698° F according a detailed fire science paper on urethane. 

Based on the outside burn damage of the building, there is little doubt foam panels have burned 
spreading the fire upward. How many other high rise buildings in Europe, USA, Canada, Russia or 
elsewhere in the world are encased in architectural foam material?

Urethane foam generates hydrogen cyanide and other chemicals which are harmful to humans.
Why would anyone install flammable, foam toxic material on or in high rise buildings? Once it ignites 
it cannot be stopped.

Fig 7  “Heat so intense firefighters could not stand it and had to rest” according to news media 

Could firefighters really do? A fire 27 stories high is impossible to fight with standard trucks, ladder 
and bucket equipment.

Fig. 8  Is this the look of suspicion? Scale of this fire is beyond comprehension.
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